
(For the Scientific American.) 

Intervention---Science. 

Intervention or non-intervention, that is the 
question. Whether it be better for this mo
del Republic, which boasts itself as the cra
dle, conservator, and propagator of liberty, the 
defender of the rights of man, the missionary 
of intelligence, the pioneer of progress, to in
t�rpose its giant arm, and rescue the struggling 
sons of freedom on the Danube from the jaws 
of the Northern Bear, or keep aloof and wit
ness the throes of expiring liberty 1-this is 
the all-absorbing query ot the day. We leave 
the decision, of course, with our legislators, 
merely giving our humble opinion that this 
country ought to interfere. 

But there is another kind of intervention to 
which we are decidedly opposed. It is the 
intermeddling of the literary in the affairs of 
the scientific world, and vice versa, -the offi
cious interposition of the penny-a-liner, or of 
one who has never opened the great Book of 
Nature, to adjust the apparent difference of 
ologists, by either giving a theory of their own 
or condemning the whole. Many are now 
walking the earth, who verily think those 
who deal in the mysteries of the material uni� 
verse, i. c., scientific men, are a genus of fana
tics and forever harp on any seeming discre
pancy or statement·which conflicts with what 
they term reason. The spirit which starts 
these intrusions is otten one of sudden anxiety 
for the safety of religion. Mathematicians, 
they say, are prone to skepticism; but they 
only can read those marks of design and unity 
which argue the being of a God. ,. Coperni
cus and the Septuagint will never agree," said 
the bigot; and poor Galileo must recant. 
Jealousy eyes Chemistry, since it announces 
that the world cannot be burned, the greater 
part having already been oxidized. But no 
science has more excited the fears of the illite
rate and drawn forth greater specimens ot their 
ignorance, than Geology. They would recon
cile its votaries and harmonize its principles 
with revelation by consigning the whole to 
oblivion. Time and again have these lines 
been their fort: 

" Some drill anq bore 
The solid earth, and from the strata there 

Extract a register, by which we learn 

'l1hat lIe, who made it and revealed its date 

To Mo:;esl was mistaken in its age."-Cowper. 

In the Poet's day Geology was in its infan
cy, and had, we admit, 80me reckleSojl advo
cates; but the statements of the sacred histo
rian "meet the most hearty concurrence" of 
all modern geologists. When talent comes 
into the field of fair discussion, it will be 
met; but when ignorance shoots her bomb
shells, it is insupportable. In 1842, John 
Bndge, "a practical miner," in the bowels of 
mother earth, made an ascent to the world, and 
thus threw down the gauntlet against the 
champions of this science :-

" How these talented infidels try all they 
can to sap the foundation of the Christian's 
faith !-Their first, second, and third forma
tions. One thing produced by another. Coal 
formed of vegetable matter, and lately they 
have discovered that slate is a marine produc
tion ! I declare I know not a single instance 
where any good has emanated from their ex
ertions to the value ofa swabbing-stick! How 
amusing to the practical miner it is to read 
'The Transactions of the Royal Geological 
Society, ' and to see how wild, erroneous, and 
contradictory their notions are! Not one of 
them is valiant for the truth, i. e., cotempora
neous creation." 

Query, Mr. B.,-if fossil shells were never 
inhabited by shell-fish or if fossil teeth were 
never intended for mastication, what becomes 
of final causes 1 Science is the handmaid of 
Religion, and so illuminates the world that we 
can discern the foot-prints of a great Creator. 
The fact is, the pick-axe would better befit 
such persons than the pen, and this should be 
their motto, Ne sutor ultra crepidam. "Let not 
the shoemaker go beyond his last." To be 
sure, truth will not suffer from their inept and 
unscientific gunnery, nor can able investi
gations be set aside by ridicule; but hu
man nature is demeaned when one man 
spits fire at another simply because his taste 
runs in a diff erent channel. The man who 
tnrns the clod is called a farmer; but if he 

I meddle wit\ the rocks below, just to look at � he i. '''om'''''' m .th""'�.""'"'. 

5 cirntific 
Men of science, like others, have their differ
ences, but they are not decidable by arbitra
tion or force. Geologists will settle their own 
disputes without the mediation of those who 
take "no particular interest" in Geology; 
Science will fight her own battles without the 
intervention of ignorance. J .  W. O. 

amtritttn. 
other impurities, by rubbing it gently with 
cotton dipped in water; and if the a bove-de
scribed operations have been properly per
formed, the surface of the plate will not be at 
all injured by this cleaning. The picture is 
then dried, and the operation is then finished. 
For the purpose of better preserving the pic-

== ture, the plate may be covered with a coating 
Great Impr ovements in Photography. of albumen or fine transparent varnish. 

Mr. William Henry Pox Talbot, of England, Although throughout the above proceEses 
the discoverer of the Talbotype, which bears certain proportions of chemical substances 
his name, and a cotemporary inventor with have been named, they may be varied very 
Daguerre, has recently taken out a patent for considerably, as is also the case in photogra
improvements in photography, which are of phic operations generally. 
great valne and of importance to artists. . The The images obtained by his improved me
following is the substance of the specifica- thod Mr. Talbot calls, "Amphytypes," be
tion :- cause they appear either positive or negative, 

"The first part of this invention consists in according to the circumstances of light under 
obtaining photographic images on plates of which they are viewed. Thus, if held against 
glass prepared by the following means :-A a bright light, or against a sheet of white pa
plate of glass should be selected having a per, they appear negative, and the reverso 
smooth and well-polished surface; and in or- when held against a black surface and seen in 
der to obtain a photographic picture the ope- oblique reflected light. It is in the power of 
rator proceeds as follows :- the operator, � varying the proportions of 

He takes albumen, or white of egg, and the chemicals employed, to obtain at pleasure 
mixes the most liquid portions thereof (reject- positive images more or less distinct in com
ing the rest) with an equal quantity of water, parison with the negative images. When it 
and having spread the mixture smoothly and is intended to copy the image on paper, it is 
evenly over the surface of the glass, allows it desirable to obtain as strong a negative as 
to dry spontaneously, or dries it at a fire. possible on the glass plate, which is then co-

He mixes an aqueous solution of nitrate of pied on the paper, to produce thereon a posi
silver with a large proportion of alcohol, so tive image in the usual manner; but when the 
that the mixture shall contain about three operator wishes to have a picture on the glass, 
grains of the nitrate to each ounce of liquid. he should endeavor to obtain a strong posi
(This proportion may be varied from one to tive image. When this is obtained to his sa

three grains in the ounce of liquid; but three tisfaction, it may be preserved from injury and 
grains is considered to be the best proportion.) from con tact of the air, by pouring black paint 

He dips the prepared plate for a few se- over the pictured side of the plate, and then 
conds into this mixture, then withdraws and' by turning the glass the picture will be seen 
dries it by a gentle heat, or allows it t> dry corrp.ctly, and not reversed as regards the 
spontaneously. right and left sides. : This mt'lthod of blacking 

He dips the plate into distilled water, to re- one side of the plate is not however any part 
move any superfluous nitrate of silver. of the present invention. Throughout the 

He applies a second coating of albumen in specification the words negative and positive 
the same way as above directed, and dries the are made use of ill the sense in which they 
plate by the application of gentle heat, avoid- are generally employed by photographers, viz. , 
ing the use of too much heat, by which the a positive image is that in which the lights 
nitrate of sil ver might be decomposed. and shades of the object are represenl;ed. »y. 

He takes an aq ueous solution or pr 10 19 s an s a es on e p 0 ograpu, and a ne-
of iron, containing 140 grains of the proti- gative image is that in which a reverse eff ect 
odide to the ounce of water. A small quan- is produced. 
tity of free iodine in the solution, by which In fixing the images on paper, it is recom
its color would be rendered slightly yellow. mended, after washing them, to immerse the 
will be found to be of advantage. To one paper in a hot soltttion of iodide of potassium, 
measure of the solution he adds one of ace- before dipping in the solution of hyposulphite 
tic acid and ten of alcohol, and allows the of soda, by whiclaroeans a better fixation of 
mixture to stand for a few days previous to the image will be obtained. 
use. Under this branch of his invention Mr. 

He dips the plate into the solution, or allows Talbot claims the mode of preparing the glass 
the 'liquid to pass over the whole of its surface plates, especially the use of a weak solution 
in a continuous shearn. It is then dried, of nitrate of silver immediately after the 
when it should be of a pale yellow color, very first coating of albumen; also the conjoint 
clear, and uniformly transparent; and this use of protiodide of iron and sulphate of 
completes the preparation of the plate. All iron upon albumized glass plates; and also 
the preceding operations may be performed in the simultaneous production upon glass plates 
moderate daylight, but avoiding exposure to of images, which are both positive and nega
too strong a light, or to sunshine. tive according to the light in which they are 

When it is desired to obtain a photographic viewed. 
picture, the operator takes a solution of nitrate The second part of this invention consists of 
of silver containing one hundred grains of ni- obtaining, under certain circumstances, the 
trate of silver to an ounce of water, and, hav- photographic picture of' objects which are in 
ing mixed two measures of the same with two rapid motion. An electric battery of the 
of acetic acid and one of water, he dips in the greatest power which can be conveniently 
plate onre or twice, for a few seconds each obtained, is arranged in a darkened room, and, 
time (performing the operation in a darkened supposing the moving body whose picture is 
room or by candle light), for the purpose of required, is a wheel revolving upon its axis, 
rendering it sensitive. If the weather is cold, the camera is placed at a convenient distance 
the plate should be slightly warmed before so from it, and adjusted so as to have the image 
dipping it. He then removes it to the camera of the object in its focus. A glass plate is 
without loss of time, as the plate ought to be then taken, which has been previously pre
used a few minutes after taking it out of the pared in the way described above, and it is 
solution; and when a sufficiently strong pho- rendered sensitive with nitrate of silver in 
tographic image is supposed to be obtained, the the way also above described; it is then 
plate is transferred from the camera to the placed in the camera, and the electric battery 
dark chamber or operating room. is discharged, producing a sudden flash of light, 

It is then immersed in a solution of sulphate which illuminates the object; the image thus 
ot iron, composed by mixing one measure of a taken on the glass plate is then rendered visi
saturated solution thereof in water with two ble and the process finished, as before directed. 
measures of water (but the solution may be If the process is properly conducted, a distinct 
stronger or weaker, at the discretion of the positive image of the moving body will be 
operator), by which the previously invisible seen upon the glass, the rapidity of the motion 
images will rapidly be rendered perceptible. not affecting the accuracy of the delineation." 

The plate is then washed., and dipped in a [We presented a brief notice of the second 
rather strong solution of- hyposulphite of soda part of this invention on page 3, this Vol. , Sci. 
in water, which, generally, in about a minute, Am. 
renders every part of the image more distinct 
and visible. The picture is then washed in 
distilled water, and the surface of the plate 
may be cleansed from any particle of dust, or 

Leap Year. 

This notable year of 1852 is one of especial 
privilege to the fair sex; it is leap year. In 
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olden time the ladies went a-Eourting in leap 
year. At present they have more backward
ness, but they have just as much right, and 
we advise them to stick to their privilege; 
don't give up the ship. 

The Air Rendered Visible. 

The Paris correspondent of the Washington' 
Republic says :-

"At the last sitting of the Academy of Sci
ences, a very remarkable paper was read. It 
was presented by a well known engineer, M. 
Aridraud, who has made many public experi
ments on compressed air as a substitute for 
steam on railways. I gave you a resume of 
the contents ot this paper. It is entitled 
lEroscopie, or the visibility of the Molecules 
of the Air. Some of the deductior.s made, in 
a medicinal point of view, are in the higheEt 
degree curious. M. Andraud proves that, by 
a very simple contrivance, the air is rendu£d 
visible. By taking a piece of card,' colOrEd 
Mack, and piercing it with a fine needle, this 
interesting fact is established. If we .look 
through this hole at the sky on a fine day, or 
at a strong lamp having' a ground glass shade, 
we see a number of transparent globes moving 
in the midst of confused ne bulosities. These lit
tle globes, some of which are more transpa
rent than others, are molecules of' air. Some 
of them are surrounded with a kind of halo. 
These latter, says M. Andraud, are the ele
ments of azole. After continuing the obser
vation for some time, we shall see small points 
detach theIl).sel ves and disappear in falling; 
these, says M. Andraud, are atoms of carbon. 
This phenomena of vision, it is essential to 
remark, passes within the eye itself; the mo
lecules of air observed, are those which float in 
the' liquid, which occupies the interior part of 
that organ. According to the author of this pa
per, the illscovery is not interesting merely as a 
phenomenon, but may be applied to impor
tant purposes in medicine. He says :-' The 
physician will one day make use of the roros
cope as an important means of diagnosis.
Vertigo, giddiness, which are the forerunners 
of apoplexy,. will be announced by the per
turbation in tire molecules. Fever always 
exists when the molecules, under the action of 
a magnetic current circulate on a vertical 
ground-sometimes in one sense, and some
times in another; and, when this movement 
of gyration becomes more precipitate, the pa
tient experiences the �ingular sensation of 
turning, as it were upon a wheel of ixion. I 
cannot resist remarking that, in most cases of 
opthalmia, a prompt cure might be effected by 
securing the eye completely against contact 
with the external air; for inflammation (which 
is only an oxydation) is kept up by the too 
abundant absorption of our molecules of air, 
which is eff ected by the pores of the prunella; 
this absorption being prevented, the malady 
must cease. This observation may apply to 
all cases of inflammation, for the air is an ele
ment of which the affected part must be de
prived . 

LIt is our fortune or misfortune, we cannot 
tell which, not to obtain the same results with 
a black card as M. Andraud, nor can we acqui
esce in his conclusions. The same kind of 
glo buIes are seen when the eye is strained or 
pressed. 

--==:::c=::.-

Geology. 

At the December meeting of the Boston 
Society of Natural History, Mr. Teschema
cher exhibited a specimen of anthracite coal , 
co�taining a flattened blanch of Stigmaria, 
one foot in length, and three inches in diame
ter, with the usual marking of cicatrices of fo. 
liage, two of which were very perfect. Mr. 
Desor exhibited some of the proof-sheets of 
the illustrations to Messrs. Foster and Whit
ney's Report of the Geological Survey of the 
Mineral Lands of Lake Superior. Among 
them was the representation of a slab of sin
gular character, from the Clinton group at 
Green Bay. It was a question whether 1he 
marks upon it were the remains of a fossil 
body, or the track of some animal. The 
same gentleman also presented, in the name of 
the Geologists of the !iurvey, a Geological 
Map of the Lake Su perior district, and point
ed out and explained its differen t features .. He 
remar ked that the immense cedar swamps of 

I that region, he thought, might at some future 
I day be of value for the sleepers of railroads, 

from the i.d"'w<ble ,b�t"' of the :::d 
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